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Abstract
This research aims at providing the reader with a demonstration of the very standards for
wireless networks. We all know IEEE 802.11 and types of scale but what are the differences between
the technical and privileges diverse flavors? What is meant by "technically" that level as ten times
faster than the level p? Not only cover the creation of this research on the IEEE 802.11 wireless
networking standards the most comprehensive, but also pave the modern standard for broadband
wireless IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi). This paper presents also a trade-off between different technology
standards in terms of the extent of coverage, the possibility of expanding the service feature in order to
help accommodate the fundamental disparity between these term IEEE 802.11 (LAN RF) family of
standards for networks .difference between IEEE 802.11 base modifications (a/b/g, etc.) in the coding
techniques, frequency range and change for the best made the original style of approach to the IEEE
802.11 standard layout (Wi-Fi) is intended to be a solution with large cells rapid foreign networks,
while Wi-Fi standard plans (802.11 ) is intended to be a solution for networks operating within the
buildings based on the few cells.
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الخالصة

IEEE 802.11  جميعنا يعرف مقياس.ييدف ىذا البحث إلى تزويد القارئ ببرىان لغاية المقاييس الخاصة بالشبكات الالسمكية
ٍ وأنواعو لكن ما ىي االختالفات واالمتيازات التقنية بين نكياتو المتنوعة ؟ ما المراد "تقنياً" بأن المستوى س أسرع عشر مر
ات من

 بل يشمل أيضاً تمييد،  األكثر شموالIEEE 802.11 المستوى ع؟ ال يقتصر محتوى ىذا البحث عمى مقاييس الشبكات الالسمكية

 يعرض ىذه البحث أيضاً مفاضمة تقني ًة بين المقاييس.)IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi بالمعيار الحديثة لمشبكات الالسمكية السريعة
يمثل. إمكان توسيع ميزة الخدمة بغية المساعدة عمى استيعاب التفاوت األساسي بين ىذه المعايير،المختمفة من حيث مدى التغطية

IEEE يكمن االختالف بين تعديالت قاعدة.) عائم ًة من المعايير لمشبكات الالسمكيةIEEE 802.11 (Wireless LAN المصطمح
لقد تم. مدى الترددات والتغير لألحسن المدخمة عمى النمط األصمي لالقتراب إلى الناقل، الخ) في تقنيات الترميز802.11 (a/b/g
 في حين خطط المعيار، ) ليكون حالً لمشبكات الخارجية السريعة ذات الخاليا الواسعةIEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi تخطيط المعيار
.) ليكون حالً لمشبكات العاممة ضمن المباني باالعتماد عمى الخاليا القميمةWi-Fi (802.11

 شبكةLAN , اثرنت, IEEE 802.11 , WLAN, CSMA/CD : الكممات المفتاحية

1- Introduction
802.11 Wireless LAN networks are becoming more widespread in the net
work operations of was distributed in the parent because they are simple to be built
and easy to use. From the users point of view .Ironically shared a network and
architecture 802.11 can be anything that but simple, the challenges are much more
complicated than those in the medium wired Ethernet a network Regulated
connection. This research will include the data transmission technique over the air
waves, and the process of transmission. The topology and the elements of the wireless
network in an effort to help the reader understand these challenges.
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2- Wireless versus Wired
Most present business arrangement depend on wired LANs for everyday
operation inside the workplace . Nonetheless, specialists are turning out to be more
portable and need to keep up access to their business LAN assets from area other than
their work areas . Along these lines, it is choice designed to depend on wired
associations .
Regardless of the rapid and intense security the wired LANs give. It has ruins,
and for some , these inadequacies may exceed any advantage in speed or security.
Wired systems contain one of innovations greatest developing issues, wires
:individuals are battling with such a variety of wires and power lines nowadays that
some are hesitant to include any more . Different issues harassing the wired system
are ,trouble adapting to development. In case you need to add another PC to your
system you need to run another link from your switch to your PC .This as you can
picture can be a genuine agony .Also supplanting flawed wiring can be to a great
degree difficult to do .If you have your links going through the dividers discovering,
evacuating and supplanting a broken link can be tedious and costly. Then again,
WLANs utilize radio frequencies (RF) rather than links in the physical layer and
MAC sub-layer from information connection layer. In contrast with link, RF have the
accompanying attributes :
RF doesn't have limits. For example, the felling points of a wire at a sheath the
absence from this a limit permits information outlines going through the RF media to
be attainable to anybody that can get the RF signals.
- RF is unprotected of leaving signs, while link is in a protecting sheath .Radios
working freely in the same geographic region of a link. However, utilizing the
same or a comparative RF ability meddle for each other .
- RF transportation is liable for similar difficulties characteristic in any wave-based
innovation, for example, purchaser radio. Eventually you may lose.
the science all with each other. Wired LANs have links that are from a fitting
length to keep up flag quality .
- RF groups are directed diversely in differentiations. The utilization of WLANs is
liable for extra directions and group of measures which are not connected into
wired LANs.
Notwithstanding the adaptability that WLANs offer. Another essential
advantage is decreased expenses .For instance, with a remote foundation as, reserve
funds are acknowledged while moving a man inside a building, rearranging a lab ,or
moving to transitory area or venture locales
Despite the fact that harder to quantify, WLANs can bring about better
profitability and more casual representatives, prompting into top results for clients
while expanded benefits
Table 1.1 wireless versus wired
Charactenstic
802.11 wireless LAN
802.3 Ethernet LANs
Physical Layer
Radio Frequency (RF)
Cable
Media access
Collision Avoidance
Collision Detection
Availability Anyone with a radio NIC Cable connection required
in rang of an access point
Signal interference
Yes
Inconsequential
Regulation
Additional regulation
IEEE standard dictates
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3- Overview of wireless LAN ( WLAN) topologies
IEEE 802.11,as well alluded into as remote devotion (Wi-Fi) ,is the level for
giving neighborhood (LAN) interchanges utilizing radio frequencies (RF). 802.11
systems are adaptable through outline .the user have the choice of conveying three
sorts from WLAN topologies:
- Independent basic service sets (IBSSs)
- Basic service sets (BSSs)
- Extended service sets ( ESSs )
3.1 IBSS
An IBSS comprises from a gathering of 802.11 station discussing specifically
for together. An IBSS is likewise alluded for as a specially appointed system since it
is basically a basic distributed WLAN .Figure 1.1 shows how does it work two station
furnished with 801.11 system interface cards (NICs) can frame an IBSS and discuss
.straightforwardly for each other

Figure 1.1 IBSS WLAN
An ad hoc or again autonomous essential administration set ( IBSS ) system is
made when singular customer gadgets frame an independent system without the
utilization of a get to point .these systems don't include any pre-arranging or site
review, so they are generally little and just keep going sufficiently long for the
correspondence of whatever data should be shared.
3.2 BSS
A BSS is a collection of 802.11 station speaking for each other. A BSS request
a specific station also known as a get to point (AP) .the AP is the essential issue of
interchanges for commonalty station in a BSS. The customer terminal does not
impart straightforwardly other customer station . actually ,when someone Speaks with
the AP, the AP for wards casings to target plants. The AP may become furnished
With transmitter port that interfaces broadcast satellite service system wired (at
instance, And Ethernet transmission). In light of this essential requirement,. Figure 1.2
shows the average frame BSS.
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Figure 1.2 BSS WLAN
3.3 ESS WLAN
Numerous framework BSSs can be associated by means of their can uplink fax
transmissions to a satellite interfaces .In the realm of 802.11, Associate interface
transmission satellite broadcasting service is associated to the framework of the
publication (DS). BSSs collection are interconnected through the DS to know ESS.
Figure 1-3 demonstrates a pragmatic usage of the ESS. Connect up to DS does not
apply to the need to be wired through the Association. In particular, the possibility of
802.11 leaves this regard to be a remote control . For the greater part, DS transmitters
are Telecommunication the Ethernet .

Figure 1.3 ESS WLAN

4 -How does wireless LAN work?
remote LANs augment the 802.3 Ethernet LAN frameworks to give 802.11
extra availability choices. Notwithstanding ,extra parts and conventions are utilized to
finish remote associations. In a 802.3 Ethernet LAN ,every customer has a link that
associates the customer NIC to a switch , a switch , or a center point .the association is
represented in figure 1.4 the PC arrange interface card and sends once on the link by
changing the voltage on the wire from +5 volts to - 5 volts in a prearranged rhythm.
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Figure 1.4 wired network components
In a remote LAN ,every customer utilizes a remote connector to access the
system through a remote gadget, for example, a remote switch or get to point as
appeared in figure 1.5 .The remote connector in the customer correspondence with the
remote switch or get to point utilizing RF signals. When associated with the system
,remote customer can get to the network assets pretty much as of they were wired to
the system .

Figure 1.5 WLAN components
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5- 802.11 Medium Access Mechanisms
Wired Ethernet can detect an impact In the medium term. Two refer to the
situation in the meantime to increase the level of signs on the cable, demonstrating to
the transmitting station that a crash has happened 802.11 remote station does not have
this capacity.
The 802.11 get to system must bend over backward to maintain a strategic
distance from crashes by and large .
Ethernet advanced technologies , “utilizes CSMA/CD ( impact identification ) as
accordingly the medium” get to instrument for 802.3-based Ethernet arrange . 802.11based WLAs utilize a comparative instrument known as transporter which sense
different access with crash evasion (CSMA/CA). CSMA/CA is a hear before talk
(HBT) system . The transport station detects the middle for a bearer knowledge and
holds up until the transporter channel is accessible before transport.
The 802.11 get to the system must bend over backward to maintain a strategic
distance from crashes by and large .
"Ethernet techniques of, “utilizes CSMA/CD (impact identification) as the medium”
get to instrument for 802.3 based on the Ethernet arrange . 802.11-based WLAs utilize
a comparative instrument known as transporter sense different access with crash
evasion (CSMA/CA). CSMA/CA is a listen before talk (LBT) system . The
transmitting station detects the medium for a bearer flag and holds up Until the
transmission channel can be accessed before referral.

The original 802.11 standard defined two WLAN PHY methods:
- 2.4 GHz frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS )
- 2.4 GHz direct sequence spread spectrum ( DSSS )
- Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
The noted, both of these works at 2.4 GHz, which is an unlicensed range where
the Federal Communication Commission FCC allotted 82 MHz of range in the U.S
for the Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM ) band.
6.1 Frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS )
FHSS thoughtfulness WLANs bolster 1 Mbps and 2 Mbps information rats. As
the denotation Suggests, a FHSS Changes Widgets or "bounces" frequencies with a
foreordained jumping design and a specified percentage ,as delineated in fig 1-6
FHSS gadgets split the accessible range into 79 non covering Rang channels (for
North America and the bulk of Europe) on the 2.402 to 2.480 GHz repetition. Each
channel 79 is 1 MHz wide, Even FHSS wireless LAN network utilization rate
moderately fast image of 1 MHz and bounce between channels 79 in rodents slowly
much more . Overall, the modus operandi of FHSS is that it transmits information
using the transfer of a few repeat space ,then jumps to etc little recurrence bearer
Space conveys information ,than To repeat the last.et cetera .More particularly
,recurrence bouncing spread range transmits information utilizing a particular
recurrence for a set timeframe ,They know the time to stay .When the time runs out
commitment, the frame is changed to repeat the last and begin to move on that a
repeat of the length of time commitment .Each time it is achieving survival time,
change the frame to repeat last and maintains transfer.
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Figure 1.6 FHSS Example
* Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum System (Transmitter)

* Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum System (Receiver)

6.2 GHz direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS)
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DSSS The other is the physical layer to get the details 802.11. As it
characterized in the level of 1997 802.11 standard ,DSSS underpins information rates
of 1 and 2 Mbps .In 1999.the he confirmed 802.11 Working Group 802.11b measure
to enhance the information rate of 5.5 and 11 Mbps. And DSSS physical layer
standard 802.11b ideal with 802.11 DSSS existing wireless networks. PLCP standard
802.11b DSSS is the same 802.11 DSSS, and a short introduction to the breadth and
optional short-Prime .Because 802.11 is an unlimited with enormous potential RF
disability, it must be intended to be sufficiently strong that information defilement
could be minimized. With a specific end goal to accomplish this ,every piece of
information is encoded and transmitted as numerous bits of information .The
assignment of including extra ,excess data to the information is known as handling
increase .these days of information pressure, it appears to be weird that we would
utilize an innovation that adds information to our transmission ,however by doing as
such the correspondence is more impervious to information defilement . The
framework changes over the bit of information into a progression bits of which are
alluded In the form of strips .To make the chips, The implementation of a logical
XOR operation on information bit and a settled longitude bit succession pseudoarbitrary number (PN) CODE. Utilizing a taking after chip groupings:
Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum Example

Twofold information 1 = 10110111000
Twofold information 0 = 01001000111
This arrangement of Then spreads chips over a more extensive recurrence area
.however 1 bit of information may require just 2 MHz of recurrence area ,Require
chips 22 MHz of recurrence bearer. The way toward changing over a solitary
information bit into a succession of bits famous Chips is often called the "spread" or
"chipping" Getting apostates the radio card, or "de-spread", and chip assembly back to
a little bit of information solitary . When the change information for more than several
chips and a portion of chips is not got legitimate ,the radio will at present have the
capacity to translate the information by taking a gander In chips were gotten
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appropriately .When Parker law is used ,upwards of 9 of 11 chips can be debased
,After the radio card acceptance will at present have the capacity to decipher grouping
and change over them once more into a solitary information bit.This chipping
procedure likewise makes the correspondence more averse to be influenced by
between image impedance (ISI) since it utilizes more transfer speed
DSSS WLANs utilize a 22 MHz channel, which permits numerous WLANs to
work in a similar scope territory .In North America and a large portion of Europe ,the
utilization of 22 MHz channel takes into consideration three non covering diverts in
.2.4 to 2.483 GHz run. Fig 1-7 demonstrates these channel

Figure 1.7 DSSS non overlapping channels
Once the information has been encoded using a cutting technique ,Transmitter
need to adjust the science to make the transfer of science contain .Differential dualchip phase shift keying (DBPSK) uses a two stage, one who speaks for the chip 0 and
another who speaks of. To give speedier Productivity, differential quadrilateral phase
shift keying (DQPSK) uses four phase shifts, Allowing each of the four stages of a
move to achieve a balance between the two chips (00, 10, 11 ) rather than only one
chip ,multiplying Double faster Table 1.2 demonstrates a synopsis of the information
Coding and modify the methods utilized by 802.11 and 802.11b. 7
Table 1.2 802.11 and 802.11b Encoding and Modulation Overview
Standard
Data Rate
Encoding
Chip
Bits
Modulation
(Mbps)
Length
Encoded
802.11

1

Barker Coding

11

1

DBPSK

802.11

2

Barker Coding

11

1

DQPSK

802.11b

5.5

CCK Coding

8

4

DQPSK

802.11b

11

CKK Coding

8

8

DQPSK
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6.3 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
Recurrence Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a prominent amongst the most
famous correspondence advancements ,and it is utilized as a part of both wired and
remote correspondence .As a major aspect of 802.11 advances ,OFDM is indicated in
the 802.11a and 802.11g alteration It can be moved in rates of up to 54 Mbps. OFDM
is not the spread of range innovation .despite the fact that it has comparable properties
to spread range, for example, Low power transmission and use of more bandwidth
than is required for the transfer of information . Because of these similarities, OFDM
is regularly alluded that spread range innovation despite the fact that in fact that
reference is erroneous .OFDM really transmits crosswise over 52 particular ,nearly
and unequivocally divided frequencies ,frequently alluded to as subcarriers ,as
showed in Figure 1-8.

Figure 1.8 802.11 Channel and OFDM subcarriers

7- Conclusions
Business worldwide has changed from wired to remote with a specific end goal
to spare cash and increment workers efficiency .The above part made a correlation
amongst wired and remote system to concentrate on the benefits of remote contrasted
with wired .It likewise examines the 802.11 WLAN (WI-FI) essential ideas presenting
the WLAN topologies ,medium get to instrument, physical layer advances ,and the
IEEE Standards .At the end of the pursuit we had a sneak review about the nature of
administration for the remote system
.
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